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because I have little patience, and because its style is often scientific and dry... And I didn't read my father if I slept for 20 hours... And Goana, if Tony ate a sheep... And I have to edit hollow if I was Tony I opened it and read all that it is or I have to go to the market even if I don't need anything for us... For this book I read most of it now... Because I needed most of it... And later I
need the rest to :) Read this... Or books that relate to my studies and references... I admit I didn't read them all... Just read the part I'm interested in... Or the part where I just need it... Because I hope so, and because I have little patience, and because its style is often scientific and dry... And I didn't read my father if I slept for 20 hours... And Goana, if Tony ate a sheep... And I have
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imagines how he can design the referendum properly... I can say that this is the first book I read to the university and I don't feel suffocated... Although that's why people hate him (many examples)... In people who are just looking for butter... Looking for the end of the story... I am a character who would like to know the story from Takat Taq to Salam Alaikom:) Although the book is
old and classic... But it's great and wonderful... And it helps a lot, but I thought I had to make a point... Is that he can help people like me... He has forgotten how to say it in Arabic. Attitude... Images like this mean that... I think the title of the book shows this:) And then they're after... I think redemption... Good God... More
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